
Täby Flyers
From Good to Great



About Us

• Sebastian Brinkenfeldt, Co-Director of Sports 

• Adrian Ashhami, Co-Director of Sports
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History
• The club was founded  in 

1990, as a senior team. 

• Initially some ties to the 
airbase nearby (F2), and 
therefore the initial name 
was Täby F2 Flyers. 

• Founding members were 
High School players 
returning home.  

• Junior team activities started 
in the beginning of 2000
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Timeline

Founding of the 
Täby F2 Flyers

1990

U16 team is 
started

2000

U13 team starts

2001

Senior and U19 
team was 

moved to NSB

2006

Seniors win 
Division 1

2004
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Basic presumption

• All kids participate in sports to feel that they belong and are 
included 

• All kids want to be noticed and develop their abilities 

• How do we build an organisation that can meet these 
presumptions?
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Then & Now
2009

• 2 teams 

• 7 coaches 

• U13: 4 

• U15: 3 

• 40 players 

• U13: 20 

• U15: 20

2014

• 4 teams 

• 25 coaches 

• U11: 4 

• U13: 6 

• U15: 10 

• U17: 5 

• 140 players 

• U11: 15 

• U13: 30 

• U15: 50 

• U17: 40
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Historic development
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How?
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2011
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Players Teams Coaches

2011 60 2 12

2012 100 3 14

2011 vs 2012
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2011 vs 2012

Players Teams Coaches

2011 60 2 12

2012 100 3 14
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2012 breakdown

12

U11 U13 U15

Players 15 35 50

Coaches 3 5 6



What happened in 2011?

• Recruiting 

• Three teams 

• More coaches 

• Professional approach
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Coaches 2012-2014
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Flyers 2.0 -> 2018

• End of 2012 - Time to take the next big leap 

• Beginning 2013, Flyers 2.0 was initiated 

• Flyers 2.0 became our future plan for 2018
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Purpose
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Why do we exist?
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Core Values

• What we stand for 

• Form the basis for all actions 

• Help guide us in making decisions

Täby Flyers Core Values

Unity 
Respect 
Responsibility 
Development
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Strategic goals
If you can dream it, you can do it
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Strategic goals

• Purpose + Core Values = Strategic goals 

• ”Where do we want to be in 5 years?” 

• Needs to be shared
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Strategic goals - 2018

• 400 players 

• 70 coaches 

• SEK 3m turnover
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U9

Djursholm Sea hawks

Danderyd Falcons

Skarpäng Cardinals

Näsbypark Eagles

Viggbyholm Ducks
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• A completely new 
team in Sweden 

• 7-9 years old 

• Flag football 

• Local series



Why are strategic goals 
important?

• Optimal use of resources 

• Motivational factor 

• People want to join the journey
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BHAG - Big Hairy Audacious Goals* 

• 10-30 years 

• Clear and easy to understand 

• Inline with core values 

• "2025 we have our own F2 
arena, capable of taking 10 
000 people and including 
team facilities and a gym”

*Built to Last - Jim Collins
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Why have a vision? 

• Set prioritise 

• Will state what the 
organisation is not doing. 

• Creates a goal for the 
”journey”
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Organisational culture

• Purpose and core values create a culture  

• All organisations have some sort of culture 

• The culture will act as a guiding principle for all 
actions 

• A culture can inspire and motivate



Flyers culture

• Unity - Team before anything else  
• Dare to question the status quo 
• Instead of Why, we ask Why not 
• ”The power of the AND” -  The biggest and most 

successful 



Professional discomfort

• Never get comfortable - Don't consider the work to 
be done 

• Good enough never is - Always strive to develop 
and improve 

• Look ahead for future possibilities and threats 
• Build for the future, today!
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Run it like a business
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Organisational structure

• Coaches should be able to coach 

• Attend to the needs and wants of all involved (players, volunteers, 
parents etc.) 

• Financing



MedicalFacilities

Chairman

Finance SportsSecretaryOrganisation Communication

Vice Chairman

Board
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WR Coach

QB Coach

Team organisation
Head Coach

Defensive 
Coordinator

Special Teams 
Coordinator

Offensive 
Coordinator

OL Coach

RB Coach

Assistant Head 
Coach

LB Coach

DL Coach

DB Coach

Team 
Administrators

Kicker Coach

Long Snapper 
Coach

Medic

Equipment 
managers

TrainerTeam Management

Supporting staffTeam sections



Why have we succeeded? 

• Luck 

• Many truly great people 

• A lot of hard work 

• Run it like a business



Challenges along the way

• Dilution of core values  

• Change in culture 

• Finding great people 

• More external pressure 
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Challenges ahead

• Diseconomies of scale  

• External pressure will affect culture 

• The macro perspective
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What can you do today?

1. Find great people 

2. Set a few common goals 

3. Work hard together



Contact details

• Adrian Ashhami - adrian.ashhami@tabyflyers.se 

• Sebastian Brinkenfeldt - sebastian.brinkenfeldt@tabyflyers.se 

• +46 735 11 91 04



Appendix
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Basic presumption
• Our work in the club is based around a few basic presumption that 

we think apply to all our players, and by extension coaches and 
other people involved as well.  

• Presumptions: 
• All kids participate in sport to feel that they belong and are 

included 
• All kids want to be noticed and develop their abilities 

• These two presumptions act as guidelines when we think about the 
organisation, its purpose, goals and values. We need to ask 
ourselves, how do we build and organisation that can meet these 
presumptions?

Appendix
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What happened in 2011
• We started recruiting more intensely, especially through school 

visits and school teams 

• We were able to accommodate more players as we now had three 
teams, with players ranging from 9 years old to 15 years old 

• Even though only a slight increase in coaches, the number of 
coaches was key in being able to attend to all players in each 
team.  

• In general, the approach to the club as a whole was changed. We 
started thinking in business related terms, and in large changed 
our entire approach to become more professional. 

Appendix
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Flyers 2.0 -> 2018
• In the end of 2012, we recognized that in order for us to be able 

to take the next step in our development, we needed to do some 
serious ground work. Having just a few people that shared the 
thoughts and ideas of our future club was no longer enough.  

• Beginning of 2013, we initiated a strategic project which aimed 
to find out where we should be in 2018.  

• More importantly, the 2018-project aimed to find out how what 
needed to be done in order to reach the goals set out in the 
strategi work.  

• To begin the strategic work, we needed to define the purpose of 
the club, as well as our core values. 
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Why do we exist?
• In order to find suitable strategic goals that would fit the 

organisation as a whole, we needed to find out the purpose of the 
club.  

• The purpose of an organisation can be framed by the question, 
why do we exist. More specifically, what would happen if we were 
to seize to exist tomorrow? 

• The purpose, together with the core values of the organisation, for 
the guiding principles and framework for all work that is to be done.  

• We frame our purpose like this:  
”Promote american football and be looked upon as a successful 
club, and develop our players both athletically and personally.”
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Core Values
• In close relation to our purpose are our core values. Without 

specifically determining what the core values are for an organisation, 
they become very hard to live by.  

• Our core values are central in everything that we do throughout the 
entire organisation.  

• The values are the guiding principles in all actions, from the decisions 
made by the board, to which players who the starting line-up in U11.

Täby Flyers Core Values

Unity 
Respect 
Responsibility 
Development
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Strategic goals
• Having defined the purpose and the core values of our 

club, the next step was to find a few common strategic 
goals, that would be the common denominator for all our 
coming activities.  

• Finding out what strategic goals to aim for might be as 
simple as asking the question, where do we want to be in 5 
years? 

• One important thing to mention is the importance of having 
a shared belief in these goals. The entire organisation must 
indeed believe in the same strategic goals. Otherwise, a lot 
of resources will go to waste in doing the wrong things. 
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Strategic goals - 2018
• Our strategic goals for 2018 are quite simple and straight forward. 

Making the goals easy to understand also help when communicating 
them to internal and external parties.  

• We want to have 400 players within the organisation, with teams 
ranging from U9 up to U17. This would, by far, make us the largest 
football club in Sweden.  

• To attend to all players, we aim to have 70 coaches spread across all 
teams. In order for all players feel that they get noticed and that they 
can develop, having a large number of coaches is key.  

• To sustain 400 players and 70 coaches in the club, we would need to 
have a turnover of about 3 million SEK. A large portion of those 
revenues would need to come from external parties, eg. sponsors. 
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Why are strategic goals 
important?

• In order to get all the resources working in the same 
direction, a shared goals is crucial.  

• Strategic goals also act as motivation for all actors 
within the organisation. Being a part of developing a 
club will allow people to feel a purpose with their work. 

• The strategic goals will help you in finding more 
people to include in the organisation. It is a lot easier 
to  get help when you can be clear with what the 
needs are, and also why anybody should help. 
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Why have a vision? 
• The vision and purpose of the organisation will help 

form a direction for all activities.  

• It will set the prioritize in the organisation, stating 
what is important to work with.  

• More importantly, it will clearly state what the 
organisation is not going to do. 

• Lastly, the vision will create a final goal for the 
”organisational journey”
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Organisational culture
• Purpose and core values act as guiding principles in making decisions across 

the entire organisation. However, as the organisation evolves, and as similar 
decisions are taken over and over again, a culture starts to form.  

• All organisations possess some form of culture, it can be something extremely 
powerful if done right, and rather dangerous if left unattended.  

• As an example, if a club over the years always try to help another club to find 
new coaches, a culture will slowly form that says that helping other clubs is 
important.  

• In order to create a culture that can aid the organisation, it is important to quickly 
correct any actions that go against the core values. At the same time, actions 
that algin well with the core values and the purpose should be reaffirmed.  

• A culture can be very powerful and act as motivational factor for those in the 
organisation. 
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Flyers culture
• The culture in Flyers has in many ways hell shape our organisation 

and our club into what it is today. It is one of the most fundamental 
aspects of the work that has taken place, and at the same time 
quite little work has been done to shape the culture in itself. Rather 
the culture has been shaped by the work that has been done 

• Flyers culture 

• Unity - Team before anything else  
• Dare to question the status quo 
• Instead of Why, we ask Why not 
• ”The power of the AND” -  The biggest and most successful 
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Run it like a business

51

• In order to become more professional as a club, we changed our 
view of ourself. Instead of viewing the organisation as a nonprofit 
football club, we have started viewing it as a regular organisation, 
much like a business.  

• In doing so, we can incorporate various business concepts, such 
as strategic planing, KPIs and core values.  

• This helps us more easily define the work that needs to be done. 
Furthermore it helps us in finding various ways to continue or 
development.  

• By changing our own perception of the club, we have also, slowly, 
changed the external image. We are currently looked upon as one 
of the most professional organisations in Sweden, in the field of 
American football.  
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Professional discomfort
• The idea behind professional discomfort is, in short, being comfortable with 

being discomfortable. These might seem like two opposing notions, but in a 
sense they work together.  

• Professional discomforts creates a constant sense of urgency. It will lead to a 
sense of ”Good enough never is” and that the work is never done.  

• It may seem like quite a scary and tough place to be in, and to some extent it 
is. However, the biggest advantage of professional discomfort is that it creates 
a dynamic organisation, that can tackle almost any obstacle.  

• Professional discomfort: 
• Never get comfortable - Don't consider the work to be done 
• Good enough never is - Always strive to develop and improve 
• Look ahead for future possibilities and threats 
• Build for the future, today!
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Why have we succeeded? 
• There is not other way to describe the success that we have had, without 

mentioning luck.  

• Secondly, we have quite a lot of truly great people in the organisation. 
People that invest huge amounts of time and effort in their work, and take 
pride in building an organisation that can stand the test of time. Without 
these. we we would not be where we are today. 

• There is no denying that there have been a huge amount of hard work 
behind the success that we have had. For numerous years, endless 
emails, meetings and phone calls have taken place in order to keep the 
direction of the club, and keep moving forward.  

• Lastly, and maybe most importantly. We have indeed run our club as a 
business in many regards. This goes all the way from having a defined 
purposed to the organisation of each team. 
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Challenges along the way
• During our years there are numerous valuable lessons that we have learnt. Some are rather 

straightforward and maybe should have been dealt with from the start, others have come more 
unexpectedly.  

• Firstly, as the organisation continues to grow and new people become involve, the core values of 
the club have slowly started to become diluted. In order to continue on this path going forward, it 
will be very important for us to work hard with reinstating our core values as a fundamental part of 
the organisation, from the board to each team.  

• Going from being a rather small club, were most players, coaches and parents new each other, to 
a club with numerous teams and over a hundred players, has changed our culture. This is a natural 
part of an evolving organisation. However, our culture has been a large part of our success, so 
keeping it intact is of importance ot us.  

• Finding a lot of great people is very tough. This is especially true in finding new coaches. In order 
to both find people that fit the organisation, and share its values, it is very important to be clear 
from the start with what those are.  

• Lastly, as we have become a major player in Sweden, and a lot more professional, the pressure 
from external parties has increased dramatically. All our actions are scrutinized on a regular basis 
and many parents seem to think that they are dealing with a company rather than a nonprofit club. 
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Challenges ahead
• Before, being 20 players in one team, every new player was a huge deal for us and 

coaches worked extremely hard to retain that player. Now, as teams are growing in size, 
every new player is only a small addition to the number of players. This has decreased 
the efforts of our coaches in retaining new players and getting these up to speed, and 
the coaches focus more on existing players.  

• By break the teams up in smaller sub-teams and having numerous U13-teams, we 
can counteract this effect. By once again having 15-20 players in each team, it will 
create a sense of urgency among to coaches to retain and include all new players.  

• We have already seen that external forces, to some extent will affect the culture in the 
club. One key area for the future is to learn how to deal with the increased external 
pressure and at the same time keep the core values and the culture of the club.  

• We are starting to reach a point where the success of other clubs and the Swedish 
governing body (SAFF), is essential to our continued success. In order for us to be able 
to sustain numerous teams in the same age group, they need to be able to play in 
numerous different series against other teams. As it currently stands, our teams would all 
play in the same divison and thus face each other in some games. 
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What can you do today! (1)
• Looking back, we believe that there are some key factors that are essential to 

success and continued development. Here are what we have learnt during our 
journey to where we are today. 

1. Find great people - This might seem like a very tough job, but as it turns out, it is 
a rather simple, yet important task. There are two main points when it comes to 
finding the right people for your organisation. Rather than focusing on previous 
experiences and background, find people who fulfill the two criterions below: 

1. Shared values - In order to feel ”at home” in your organisation, they need to 
share the core values. Otherwise the actions of the individual will not be to 
the greater good of the organisation, leading to less the optimal use of 
resources 

2. Ready to work - This is maybe the most important point on finding the right 
people. They need to be willing to do the work. Be clear with everybody 
involved, that there will be a lot of work, but the rewards will be even greater. 
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2. Find out your common purpose and a few strategic goals that are 
both share and fit the core values and purpose of your 
organisation. This might require some work initially, but may also 
be the most critical element in taking the next step in your 
organisational development.   

3. Work hard towards your common goals. In the end, there is no 
way to become successful without doing the work that is required. 
However, having a shared belief of where you are trying to go, as 
well as people in the organisation which shared those beliefs, will 
make a lot easier. 
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Our Way



Macro Environment
• Total U19 and below Players in Sweden for 2013 

amount to 918 

• Year-on-Year Growth for Junior players was 25 
players 

• The Stockholm Series under 2014 had six 
participating teams 

• Täby Flyers accounted for 10% of all junior players 
in Sweden
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Macro Environment
• Junior leagues in Sweden were originally U13, U16, 

and U19 

• Today we have U11, U13, U15, and U17 

• U13 and up play with the aspiration of always 
having 11 players on the field 

• We seldom play with less than 11 players
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History
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2014

• 4 teams 

• 25 coaches 

• U11: 4 

• U13: 6 

• U15: 10 

• U17: 5 

• 140 players 

• U11: 15 

• U13: 30 

• U15: 50 

• U17: 40

2009

• 2 teams 

• 7 coaches 

• U13: 4 

• U15: 3 

• 40 players 

• U13: 20 

• U15: 20



History
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* 2 U13 teams in 2013



Vision 2018

• 400 players 

• 70 coaches 

• 11 teams
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U11 U13 U15 U17

No. of 
Teams 3/1 3/1 3/1 2/1

Players 45 75/20 105/30 100/25

Coaches 10 15 30 15

Team 
Admins 6 8 8 8

Medics 6 8 8 8
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Values

Täby Flyers Core Values

Unity 
Respect 
Responsibility 
Development
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Our Philosophy 

Develop

Have Fun

Win
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Our Philosophy 

Develop

Have Fun Our main objective is to have fun

Having fun allows us to develop 
players

Win
Developed players that are 

having fun will win
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U9
-Flag football in local 
teams
-Introducing passing and 
catching
- MAQ training and 
running

U11
-Football with pads
- 9-man teams with 
simplified rules
- Players learn to block 
and tackle  
- MAQ training and 
sprints 

U13
-11 man, focusing more 
on individual technique
- More advanced 
playbooks and 
techniques
- Introducing gym 
training and sprint 
technique  

U15
- Position focused 
technique training and 
coaching 
- Gym training (strength 
based), conditioning and 
MAQ training are all parts 
of offseason workouts
- Players participate in 
National Team activities

U17
-  Focus on individual 
player development, 
including high level 
position coaching.
- Preparation for High 
School and College
- Gym training (Power and 
Explosiveness) and 
conditioning
- Players participate in 
national team activities

Shared systems and playbooks

Player Development Process



Key Performance Indicators

• No. of Players in the National Teams 

• No. of Players in College 

• No. of Players in the NFL 

• These points allow us to quickly get an overview of 
our work in the organisation
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Player Recruitment
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School Visits
• “Idrottslyftet” - Program run by the Swedish Athletic 

Department 

• Single biggest source of new players in one year 

• Gives exposure to the club and the sport 

• Requires some work in organising coaches to support 
during the visits 

• Well-executed recruiting days tie bonds with schools 
for future visits
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School Teams
• Historically one of the first ways for Swedes to get in touch 

with Football 

• Schools from areas around the club, around U15/U16 age 

• Set up teams with a common playbook, one coach per 
team, lower the barrier-of-entry 

• About two to three weeks of practice, and then a 
tournament style day of Football 

• Build a structure for recurring games, let the kids have 
something to look forward to each year
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Buddy Recruiting
• A lot of our continuous growth has come from players 

recruiting their friends 

• You need to reach a critical mass of players for this to 
work, after that, buddy recruitment becomes one the main 
tools in recruiting 

• Acknowledge any new players that come down to practice 

• Make sure to learn their name, and highlight them at the 
end of practice 

• 15 new players can come from one single player
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Buddy Recruitment
1

2 3

4 5 6 7

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

15 players from one
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Rookie Program
• One designated coach in charge of rookies 

• Every new player has to participate in the Rookie Program, before 
joining their regular team 

• U13 and up 

• Two practices, simple Offensive fundamentals and blocking for the 
first one, Defensive fundamentals and tackling for the second one 

• New players graduating from the Rookie Program will not lower the 
tempo of your regular practices 

• Open when teams are in-season
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Character Development
• Character Development Program started in 2014 for U15 

players 

• Inspiration comes from Madison Southern High School, in 
Kentucky 

• Every meeting scheduled for two hours once a week, one 
hour spent on Football, one hour scheduled for Character 
Development 

• Character development is done through the Virtue of the 
Week. One Virtue per meeting, a word we find important 
when it comes to Football, but also in life as a whole
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Character Development
• Explore a Virtue through work in groups, movie examples, 

brainstorming, and discussion 

• Bring in guest speakers, who can motivate and bring up 
subjects that are uncommon for you 

• Lift focus from Football to other aspects of life, aiming to 
teach a life lesson rather than a Football lesson 

• Creates an environment where players expect to learn 
more than just Football 

• Tons of positive feedback from players, and parents alike
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What can You do Today?
• Find out how soon you can set up a rookie program for 

next season, and build a plan for rookie practices 

• Contact schools nearby, to see if they have any time slots 
available for recruiting sessions, or if they have interest in 
starting a school team 

• Keep talking to, and motivating players, to bring their 
friends down to practice 

• Establish a team philosophy, know your purpose 

• Set up Key Performance Indicators to measure progress
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Contact Details

• Adrian Ashhami - adrian.ashhami@tabyflyers.se 

• Sebastian Brinkenfeldt - sebastian.brinkenfeldt@tabyflyers.se 

• +46 735 11 91 04



Appendix
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Appendix

• Our philosophy is pretty simple when you look at it, however it 
comes with an interesting twist 

• Every segment of the circle is its own, but they can never 
happen at the expense of one another 

• For example, we are not allowed to win, if it comes at the cost 
of having fun 

• Establishing this has been very important for us, we are able 
to look back at the work we’ve put in for the year. If it’s aligned 
with our philosophy, we know we’ve done a good job. If not, 
then we need to change the way we work for next year.
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• During our off-season and pre-season, we are generally able to 
accommodate any player that shows up at practice, but when 
we’re in-season that is a lot harder to do 

• New players are always fun, and they are definitely not someone 
you want to say no to, as they can be vital to the continued growth 
of your organisation 

• Accepting new players into each and every practice, however, 
slows down the overall tempo, and takes time away from your 
current players 

• During that time-period, the Rookie Program has been a great help 
for us, and the new players. Coming into practice with some 
essential football knowledge makes things easier for everyone. 
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Rookie Program
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• The Character Development Program is something that can help define what is 
special with Football, and your team, when compared to other sports 

• Even though we added two hours of “Practice time” per week, we did not get a 
single complaint from the parents about the kids not being able to do school 
work etc. 

• Gives us an opportunity to create a broader understanding of our players, and 
building a stronger relationship with them 

• Respect, Loyalty, and Teamwork are examples of Virtues 

• We aspire to continue building our Character Development program, moving 
from only U15 to U17 as well 

• Lots of examples of other things you can do to develop character, team dinners 
and other ceremonies to name a few
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Recruiting Coaches



2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

7

12
14

16

25

History - Coaches
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• 2010 - 7 Coaches 

• 2014 - 25 Coaches 

• Future Growth - 12 Coaches per Year
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Team Administrators
• Find people who are willing to put down time for the club 

• 2009 - One per Team 

• 2014 - Two per Team 

• Vital to Daily Operations for Teams 

• Reduces workload on Coaching Staff 

• Assignment of Team Administrators done by the board in 
the future
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Coaching Assistants

• Proving Grounds for Future Coaches 

• Helps Coaches set up Drills during practice 

• Keep tempo up during practices, reducing 
workload on coaches
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• Coaches are there for the Players 

• No monetary compensation 

• Responsibility goes two ways 

• Coaches need room to Coach 

• “No one wants to be a Cone”

Core Presumptions
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Core Thoughts and Values
• Coaching staffs need to build Unity within 

themselves 

• Same set of Core Values 

• Establish responsibilities within the Staff 

• Empower your Coaches 

• Every large group needs a Common Goal
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Handling Outside Pressure

• Building large Coaching Staffs with young coaches 
requires the HC to take responsibility 

• Step up for mistakes committed by Assistant 
coaches 

• Don’t make out younger coaches as scapegoats 

• Expect the same from your coaches
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Transparency and Keeping 
an Open Approach

• We can’t build a large coaching staff with a narrow 
Point-of-View 

• Keeping an open approach, and embracing 
challenges may end up furthering your organisation 

• Every decision made should always be backed by 
clear reasoning, shown to anyone who asks 

• Acknowledge mistakes, learn from them
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Culture
• Coaching needs to be a central part of the 

organisation 

• Recycle work that goes into recruiting players, into 
recruiting coaches 

• Create an environment in which coaching is 
something to look forward to 

• Align the thoughts of the coaches with the board
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• Active players are automatically aligned with values you 
look for in coaches 

• Simplify the work you put in 

• Recruit under the same premise as with players, build from 
the bottom up 

• Let kids step into leadership roles 

• Unlock potential, they might not know they can be coaches 

• Build a structure for the future

Prospect Coaches
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Flyers University
• Lectures and training for coaches 

• Establish common core values and beliefs 

• Filter out people who will not fit in your organisation 

• All Prospect Coaches are enrolled 

• Lectures and lessons for coaching 

• Learn how to become a leader
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Mentors
• Builds on knowledge collected in Flyers University 

• Every Prospect is teamed up with a Mentor 

• Mentors are in charge of following up with 
Prospects 

• Individual and Group Sessions 

• Mentor is preferably not part of same Coaching 
Staff
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Club Coaches
• Adding coaches will not automatically create a 

good learning environment 

• Head Coaches can not be assumed to know every 
position in football 

• Prospect Coaches might know how to play, but not 
necessarily how to coach a specific position 

• Build as much combined knowledge as possible
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Club Coach Structure
U11

U13

U15

U17
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• One primary coach per position 

• One primary OC, DC and STC 

• Position coaches create drill books for use throughout 
organisation 

• Coordinators create common systems for organisation 

• Club coaches can be invited by HC to participate in 
practices, or help out with specific issues 

• Allows you to place coaches with less knowledge at new 
positions
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Knowledge Management
• For growth to work the organisation needs to be 

optimised  

• Loss of knowledge between teams builds up 

• Common systems and common techniques 

• Build on knowledge from U11-U17 

• Create a platform on which to build, playbooks can 
be revised, systems are consistent
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What can you do Today?
• Look outside your current staff, are there any players that could 

potentially become coaches? 

• Establish a common set of Core Values throughout the entire 
organisation, work towards maintaining that in the future 

• Plan for the future, how many coaches are needed for your club 
to continue to grow? 

• Find people who are willing to help out, managing 
administrative tasks can take valuable time away from coaching 

• Create a basic set of tools for new coaches to use, lowering the 
barrier of entry
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Contact Details

• Adrian Ashhami - adrian.ashhami@tabyflyers.se 

• Sebastian Brinkenfeldt - sebastian.brinkenfeldt@tabyflyers.se 

• +46 735 11 91 04



Appendix
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Appendix

• Our rule of thumb when it comes to selecting, and evaluating coaches, is that every coach 
needs to be there with the main purpose of coaching the players. This is done on a voluntary 
basis, under the premise that no monetary compensation is given.  

• As we place these demands on our coaches, that also brings a responsibility back to us to give 
the coaches the tools they need. Making sure that all coaches, and leaders, are given ample 
room to coach, and when needed, to fail.  

• No coach will stay within your organisation, if all they are allowed to do is set up drills, and 
stand in the way.  

• Building a big group of coaches and leaders also brings some challenges with it. Any larger 
group will always require some time to allow for people to get used to each other, and work 
together. What we’ve succeeded in doing is building a sense of unity. Every coaching staff 
needs to have a common goal, and the same set of core values. Finding opportunity to build 
this together, will really show results later on in the season.  

• Establishing a baseline of responsibilities is also very important, it empowers coaches to do 
more than just hang around, but at the same time it also places some of the responsibility on 
them.
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Appendix

• Throughout the years, we’ve always faced our biggest challenges 
when it comes to finding new coaches and leaders. This is, of course, 
on top of the challenges we face when trying to find new players.  

• A lot of the work that is put down on recruiting players can be recycled 
into finding new coaches.  

• For the last couple of years, we’ve strived toward creating an 
environment where the players themselves look forward to one day 
becoming coaches as well.  

• There has been a mutual agreement between the board and the 
coaches of our organisation that we continuously benefit from keeping 
players in the club and promoting them to coaches when the time 
comes.
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Appendix

• Finding new coaches is increasingly difficult, the more you grow the more coaches you need.  

• We have a strong culture of always relying on existing coaches to grow our organisations, 
finding a couple might be easy, but trying to grow at a speed of 12 per year is nigh 
impossible. 

• The reasoning behind Prospect Coaches is really quite simple, the players that are active in 
our club are also the people that are most aligned with our values and beliefs. Bringing those 
same people back into the organisation as coaches simplifies our work a whole lot, and also 
gives us a good platform for future coaches. In much the same way as we look at recruiting 
players, recruiting coaches should also be done under the premise that we have to build from 
the bottom up.  

• At the moment we are finishing up our second year of the Prospect Coach Program, with 
excellent results. This year we expanded the program to include ten coaches, as opposed to 
the three that were in the program last year. We strongly feel that we give these kids an 
opportunity to step into a leadership role that some of them had not thought they were 
capable of. The results we’ve had so far have been outstanding, and it looks like the current 
Prospects will be part of our main coach structure in the future. 
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Appendix

• As a part of our growing process, we’re really looking to optimise our 
organisation in every possible way.  

• One of the things that really stood out to us when looking at this issue was that 
every single team in our organisation had their own playbook, used their own 
set of techniques, and common for everyone was that both the playbook and 
techniques used were revised, if not completely altered every single year.  

• Thinking of a single player progressing through our age groups. from U11 to 
U17, this specific player could end up having to learn eight different 
playbooks throughout the years played.  

• Having one team responsible for a common system used in the entire club 
lets us focus on making sure we really learn the techniques needed and are 
able to build on top of existing knowledge as the kids travel through the 
different age groups.
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